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Ghadi
Lebanon | 100 min | Dir: Amin Dora
In a small Lebanese coastal village growing fear from 
the neighbours towards Ghadi, a young special needs 
boy, forces his father (Georges Khabbaz) to concoct  
a crazy scheme to convince the townspeople that his 
son is not the demon they fear but rather an angel  
who holds the answers to their problems.

SYDNEY  THURSDAY 13 AUGUST  |  8PM
MELBOURNE  FRIDAY 21 AUGUST  |  8PM
CANBERRA  FRIDAY 28 AUGUST  |  7.30PM

From A to B
UAE | 108 min | Dir: Ali Mostafa
Three estranged childhood friends (Omar, Ramy, 
Jay) travel on a road trip from Abu Dhabi to Beirut 
in memory of their lost friend. If what happens en 
route doesn’t make them crazy, it might just bring 
them closer.

SYDNEY  FRIDAY 14 AUGUST  |  8PM
MELBOURNE  SUNDAY 23 AUGUST  |  6.30PM
CANBERRA  SATURDAY 29 AUGUST  |  2.30PM

Speed Sisters
Palestine | 80 min | Dir: Amber Fares
The Speed Sisters are the first all-woman race 
car driving team in the Middle East. Grabbing 
headlines and turning heads at improvised tracks 
across the West Bank, these five women have 
sped their way into the heart of the gritty, male-
dominated Palestinian street car-racing scene.

SYDNEY  SATURDAY 15 AUGUST  |  5PM
CANBERRA  SUNDAY 30 AUGUST  |  2.30PM

Cairo Time
Egypt | 110 min | Dir: Amir Ramses
Six characters in modern day Cairo… A retired 
actress looking for redemption from her past… a 
couple attempting to make love for the first time… 
an old man with Alzheimer’s taking a journey with 
a compulsive liar yet sensible drug dealer. Starring 
Nour El-Sherif and Mervat Amin.

SYDNEY  SATURDAY 15 AUGUST  |  8PM
MELBOURNE  SUNDAY 23 AUGUST  |  3PM
CANBERRA  SATURDAY 29 AUGUST  |  6.30PM

In the Sands of Babylon
Iraq | 92 min | Dir: Mohamed Al-Daradji
A docu-drama following Ibrahim, an Iraqi soldier, 
as he makes his way home at the end of the Gulf 
War. His dreams of being reunited with his family 
are shattered by his imprisonment at the hands 
of Saddam’s brutal regime. This film tells the 
unforgettable story of the forgotten 1991 Iraqi 
Uprising.

SYDNEY  SUNDAY 16 AUGUST  |  5PM
MELBOURNE  SATURDAY 22 AUGUST  |  6.30PM

Theeb
Jordan | 100 min | Dir: Naji Abu Nowar
Arabian Desert. 1916. Theeb (Wolf in Arabic), 
a young Bedouin boy, ventures on a treacherous 
journey across the desert only to discover his 
survival depends on a merciless raider.  
Shot entirely on location against the ravishing 
landscape of Wadi Rum and Wadi Araba. 

SYDNEY  SUNDAY 16 AUGUST  |  8PM
CANBERRA  SUNDAY 30 AUGUST  |  6.30PM

Lovers  Dir: Julien Tavitian
In Beirut today, “there are as many kinds of love as 
there are hearts...” L. Tolstoy

130km to Heaven  Dir: Khaled Khella
A young man and his best friend step out of their 
hometown for the first time as they aspire for a 
new life. 

Hassan in Wonderland Dir: Ali Kareem Obaid
A group of kids are playing with toy weapons in 
bomb-shattered Baghdad, reproducing the terrible 
reality around them. 

Cotton  Dir: Luay Fadhil
The film captures a pivotal moment when a girl 
becomes a woman on the highway leading to  
Najaf, Iraq.

PLUS A SELECTION OF SHORTS... 

The Bearded Bakers will be at Riverside 
Theatres serving complimentary knafeh 
to every ticket holder on Opening Night.

A celebrated visual artist, Amin graduated with 
Honors from the Lebanese Academy of Fine  
Arts (ALBA). He has since won an International 
Digital Emmy Award for directing Shankaboot, 
the world’s first Arabic web drama series.

Amin Dora, director of 
Ghadi, will be joining us 
in Sydney with thanks to 
Etihad Airways. Meet him 
at the Opening Night party.

Meet Amin Dora
on Opening Night
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